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Abstract
We introduce a formal framework for describing statelessinformation providingSemantic Web Services using Descrip-

tion Logic. The extended notion of service description includes, besides the types of its inputs and outputs, a specification
of relationships between inputs and outputs, which has the form of a conjunctive query. From syntactic point of view, it is
an extension of the way services are described in OWL-S Service Profile. However, semantically, the definition ofservice
matchingwe introduce here yields a high precision service discovery algorithm. We show that the reasoning problem of
service matching for this kind of descriptions is reducible to checking subsumption between two conjunctive queries w.r.t.
an ontology, which is a standard reasoning task.

1 Introduction

The aim of this work is to provide a formal framework for describing stateless information providing web services. When
such a service is executed, it accepts from a user an input data of a specified format (“typed data”) and returns back to the
user some information as an output. Most services of this kind arestateless, i.e., they only provide information about the
current state of the world, but do not change that state.

We develop our framework in the context ofservice discoveryproblem: given a description of a serviceQ that is to
be found (called aservice request), a search engine tries to match the request to service descriptions stored in a repository
(they are calledservice advertisements), using its reasoning system and based on the backgroundontologiesto which the
request and the advertisements refer to. Therefore, our task is to formulate the reasonable conditions ofservice matching
that allows for high precision service discovery and such that the matching problem can be decided automatically.

Let us point out the distinguishing features of this framework. Firstly, a description of a service is entirely based on
standard background ontologies (i.e., we do not introduce any concepts or roles specially dedicated to describing web
services). Therefore we can reuse the existing end emerging ontologies, and, most important, we can use the semantics
defined by these ontologies for service matching purposes. Secondly, since the services we describe are stateless, their de-
scriptions need not to contain pre- or post-conditions. Thirdly, the notion of service matching formalised in our framework
is decidable and reducible to a standard reasoning task, so one can reuse the existing reasoning systems that are capable to
solve the corresponding reasoning problem.

2 Describing services

Definition 2.1 (Service description).A service descriptionis an expression of the formS := 〈~x : ~X; ~y : ~Y ; Φ(~x , ~y )〉,
where~x : ~X and~y : ~Y are tuples ofinput andoutput variables together with their types (which are DL concepts), and
Φ(~x , ~y ) is aconjunctive query, i.e., an expression of the form∃~z

(
term1(~x , ~y , ~z ) ∧ . . . ∧ termk(~x , ~y , ~z )

)
, where each

conjuncttermi(~x , ~y , ~z ) is either an expression of the formw:C with C being a concept, orwRw′ with R being a role,
andw,w′ are variables from the lists~x , ~y , ~z , or individual names.

The meaning of the whole expression is that, given a tuple of individuals~a from ~X as an input, the serviceS returns
as its output the (unordered) set of all tuples of individuals~b that belong to~Y and satisfy the conditionΦ(~a ,~b ).

Let us illustrate this definition by an example adopted from (3). Consider two servicesS andQ, both with an input of
typeGeoRegion and an output of typeWine. The serviceS takes a name of a geographical region (e.g., ‘France’) as an
input and retrieves the list of (names of) wines that areproducedin this region. The serviceQ, on the contrary, returns the
list of wines that aresold in that region. In our framework, they will be described as follows:

S = 〈x:GeoRegion; y:Wine; ∃z ( z:WineGrower ∧ z isLocatedInx ∧ z produces y ) 〉
Q = 〈x:GeoRegion; y:Wine; ∃z ( z:Shop ∧ z isLocatedInx ∧ z sells y ) 〉

Using OWL-S Service Profile, one cannot distinguish between these two services. However, the notion of service matching
introduced below takes into account their functionality and hence allows to distinguish between them.



2.1 Service matching

Definition 2.2 (Service matching).Given two service descriptions with|~x | = m = |~z | and|~y | = n = |~w |:

S = 〈~x : ~X; ~y : ~Y ; Φ(~x , ~y )〉, Q = 〈~z : ~Z; ~w : ~W ; Ψ(~z , ~w )〉,

we say that the serviceS matchesthe requestQ w.r.t. the ontologyT if there exist two permutationsτ : {1, . . . ,m} →
{1, . . . ,m} andσ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} such that the following two conditions hold:

(i) Applicability: T |= Xi w Zτ(i), for all i 6 m, i.e., the type ofxi subsumes the type ofzτ(i) w.r.t. the ontologyT .

Intuitively: one can map the inputs ofS to inputs ofQ so that all the user’s input data will be acceptable byS.

(ii) Coherence:for any ABoxA and any tuples of individuals~a ,~b in the knowledge baseKB = 〈T ,A〉 with |~a | = m

and|~b | = n, if KB |= ~a : ~Z, thenKB |= σ(~b ): ~Y ∧ Φ(τ(~a ), σ(~b )) iff KB |= ~b : ~W ∧Ψ(~a ,~b ).
Intuitively: modulo some re-arrangement of the input and output vectors, the servicesQ andS return the same
answers on any input that conforms to the user’s requestQ.

Theorem 1. The service matching problem is reducible to subsumption of conjunctive queries w.r.t. an ontology.

2.2 Service composition

Suppose that we are given two servicesS = 〈x:X; y:Y ; Φ(x, y)〉 andS′ = 〈x′:X ′; y′:Y ′; Φ′(x′, y′)〉. Our task is to for-
mulate the conditions when the compositionS ◦ S′ (to be read as ‘firstS runs, thenS′ runs on the output produced byS’)
is meaningful (i.e., when these services are compatible) and when it matches a user’s requestQ = 〈z:Z; w:W ; Ψ(z, w)〉.
Definition 2.3 (Service composition).A composition of servicesS ◦ S′ matchesa requestQ w.r.t. a TBoxT if:

(a) Applicability: T |= X w Z. This ensures thatS accepts all inputs described in the requestQ.

(b) Compatibility: T |= ∀x, y
(
x:Z ∧Φ(x, y)∧y:Y → y:Y ′). The outputs ofS (on user’s inputs) are accepted byS′.

(c) Coherence:T |= ∀x,w
(
Ψ(x,w) ∧ w:W ←→ ∃y

(
Φ(x, y) ∧ y:Y ∧ Φ′(y, w)

)
∧ w:Y ′).

On the user’s inputs, the application ofS and thenS′ yields the same answers asQ.

Theorem 2. Matching a composition of services to another service is reducible to query supsumption w.r.t. an ontology.

2.3 Extensions and generalizations

The definition of service matching given above covers only the case when the number of inputs (and outputs) of the service
S is equal to that of the serviceQ. It is almost straightforward to generalize the definition of service matching to the case
when user’s requestQ has “redundant” inputs and/or the serviceS has “redundant” outputs. There are several possible
approaches on how to deal with the remaining cases (whenQ has less inputs thanS requires, orS has less outputs thatQ
requires). The framework is also extended to describe services withstructured output(e.g., linearly ordered or equipped
with any other additional structural information) and withbooleanoutput. There is an ongoing work on an extension of
this framework to describe services whose inputs and outputs are values from concrete domains (i.e., integers, strings,
etc.). All these extensions are considered in more details and illustrated by examples in the technical report (1).
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